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Unfortunately the revised constitution of Central Lalit 
Kala Akademi is not ready yet and obviously, the 
thirteen member committee has not met to discuss it. 
Time is running short and there are signs of impatience 
among those who feel strongly concerned about 
change in the constitution and policies of the Akademi, 
mainly because younger artists may find it difficult to 
continue the protest on a long-term basis as they have 
joined the movement of protest at the time of starting 
their career. Vrishchik, -of course, is no party to present 
state of inactivity and feels committed to its pledge 
declared in the open letter published on November 10, 
J 970. We hope that artist community will rise again 
unanimously to reinforce their demand of the re-constitu
tion.of the Akademi, before a new General Council is 
formed· early next year. We hear from the Protest 
Committee th_at a plan of action for an effective boycott 
of the forthcoming National exhibition is to be organised. 
We pledge our full support to it, with a request to take 
initiative in preparing the revised draft of the constitution 
to be handed over to the Government before it is too late. 
We also support the idea of calling an all India conference 
of artists ( from the funds collected through the action 
of art works) to decide once and for all, about this issue 
of great concern. 

We hear voices from a 'younger' set of artists ( defined as 
those below the age of thirty) to demand their representa
tion in the committee considering the revised constitution. 
We welcome these artists for their vocality and aware-
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ness ( though belated.) inspite of their C'urious definition 
of the 'young' and slightly presumptuous stand. Their 
demands are to put forward the case of those young 
artists facing a number of difficulties at the beginning of 
their career, which are unique to them. They suggest 
provisions of loans ( like the FFC has been doing for 
young filmmakers ), for setting up workshops and holding 
exhibitions, to be made by the Akademi. We consider '-i 

these as the most legitimate demands and support their 
representation in the thirteen member committee. 

x x x 
At home, in Gujarat the bOY.CO~~: ~ka~emi by a 
number of artists completes Its year WIth Its annual 
exhibition this year. The Akademi has chosen to ignore 
the ma~sive protest which took place four years ago and 
seems to have foiled attempts of well-meaning mediators 
like the newly appointed officer for cultural affairs (under 

overnor's rule in the State) who sincerely desired to 

open ways for ne~:t\Yeen protesting artists 
and the State ~ ~e, perhaps knew that 
professional career of protesting artists is acknowledged 
on Indian art scene and their works were shown in National 
and International exhibitions, but they 'were not recognised 
at hoine~ It's a matter of great pity that artists serving in the 
state Akademi and intelligentsia in Gujarat have also 
ignored this situation of grave concern which calls for an 
immediate solution through an open conference of the 
artists of Gujarat. Will Akademi realise urgency of the 
problem or face consequences of indifference ? 
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Dear friend, 

You will be happy to know that Vrishchik completes two 
years of its publication with this number and enters into 
the !hird. You must have noticed in the course of last 
two years that Vrishchik has tried to create a platform for 
discussion on various issues concerning arts and artists 
in this country. It has also initiated the protest move 
against Central Lalit Kala Akademi and published views of 
a number of artists In consecutive issues called 
Triennaletters. Besides this, we have also made small 
publications on poetry ( Mediaeval poetry and poems of 
Ar~ind Krishna Mehrotra) and a larger publication 
( Quest for ldentily by Geeta Kapur) is on the way. 
A handful of friends and sympathisers who realised 
necessity of such a publication have helped us from time 

to time and artists and writers have contributed their 
works to whom we are truely greatful. Yet, this is not 
enough. We need support of all sympathisers of Vrishchik 
by sending their subscriptions as early as possible to enable 
us to continue smooth running of Vrishchik. We regret 
if we are forced to discontinue your membership on 
account of your failure in sending the subscription,jrom 
the next number. Since, new year of Vrishchik begins with 
this number all subscriptions are due. 

Kindly fill up the following form when you send your 
subscriptions. 

Thanking you, 

Yours truely, 
Editors. 

Please entroll me as a regular subscriber to Vrishchik. I am sending 
my annual subscription of Rs. 10/- by M. O. / Cheque. 

Yours, 

Signature ____________________________ ___ 

Date --------------------------------

Name and Address 
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In Quest of Identity; 
Art & Indigenism in post-colonial culture with special reference to contemporary Indian painting 

GEETA KAPUR 
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PART I 

CHAPTER II 

INDIGENISM AND THE ARTIST 

General Statement 

I have tried to define the quest for identity within a nation 
as one for essence and authenticity. A collective identity 
is not simply deduced from historical, geographical and 
cultural facts; there is need for a transcending vision. 
The artist apprehends reality by means of his imagination 
and this is the very means by which an ethos may 
configurate in his created Form. 

In order to delimit the definition of indigenism, the folk 
artist must be set apart in this discussion. We must consider 
artists who are not subsumed by the tradition but who are, 
as contempoary men, revaluating and expressing its essence. 

The artist need not be a self-conscious 'indigenist' to fulfil 
its most qualitative aspects. The poems of Garcia Lorca 
are rooted in his land and its traditions, in the myths and 
experiences of the Spanish (and he Jraws particularly on 
the character of Spanish gypsies). Yet Lorca never set up 
indigenism as a conscious intention. 

On the other hand .. since the rise of nationalism in the 19th 
century, indigenism has been the stated intention in the 
work of several ar tists. Interestingy music, (and especially 
opera) ,patronised by the Europan bourgeoisie (which 
was a nationalist and progressive force in the 19th century) 
became a means of national resurgence. In most cases 
this meant an exploration into their folk traditions. 
Verdi, Glinka, Smetana and Dvorak attempted to express 
respectively, the Itaiian, Russian and Czech cultural 
identity; Bartok in this century, the Hungarian, through a 
superb use of its folk and gypsy music. Literature, more 
than any other art .serves this function over long periods of 
time. Amongst the poets in this century, Yeats was 
involved with the Celtic revival and included Celtic myths 
and symbols in his work. . Many Latin American poets 
have searched into their Indian past and asserted their 
identity vis-a-vis the civilization of Europe-as Pablo Neruda, 
in parts of his voluminous poem, 'Canto General'. In 
India, Rabindranath Tagore and Aurobindo Ghosh 

provided a literary counterpart to the first phase of the 
Independence movement-selecting historical mytholo'gical 
themes as well as forms of language from the Indian 
literary tradition. The movement of Negritude, in 
pan-African litera ture is analogous to indigenism, and most 
intensly expressed by the Antillean poet Aime Cesaire. In 
painting the only concentrated effort toward cultural 
nationalism is represented by the Mexican mural movement 
and especially the work of Diego Rivera. 

I should like to suggest that there is an organic relationship 
between the artist an j the pursuit of indigenism. For the 
artist the fundamental problem is of discovering from 
the vast horizon of his chosen artistic language-verbal or 
non-verbal, the form that can reveal the meaning to which 
he is committed. His pre-occupation is thus with the 
potential of his chosen language. How all language 
are bound up with the experience, memories and values 
of a people; they are the principle manifestation of their 
culture. t The artist draws from the body of a language, 
his own inflected 'speech', using the terrri after Roland 
Barthes2 , to mean the way a language is 'selected and 
actualised' by an individual for expressing a personal 
meaning. (rt is therefore a metaphorical term, applicable 
to non-verbal expression as well). The artist manipulates 
a language, to make it more flexible, more responsive for 

Anthropological writings, emphasise the relationship of language 
and art to culture, as one of the fundamental moves in man's 
transition from nature to culture Language is the closest 
objective equivalent to the collective experience of a group, even as 
it is the means by which n~w members are initiated into the social 
and cultural values. 

2 Roland Barthes, Elements of Semiology. He says language is at 
the same time a social jnstition and a system of values. Barthes 
also refers to language in parallel term to the anthropologists' 
(Durkheim's) notion of the collective consciousness, in contra
distinction to speech Which is its individual manifestation. 



himself. As His · 'speech' feeds back to the absorbant 
body 'of that language, he can ultimately effect the 
expressive capaCities of the people. An artist intent 
upon the building of a contemporary culture that at tbe 
same time absorbs the uniqueness of its own history~ can 
work through its languages: to revitalise memories and 
values, to extend ' their range for apprehending new 
realities. In the words 'of the Maxican poet, Octavio Paz, 
a real poet is fed from the <living lanj{uage of a community , 
its myths, its dreams, and its passions-that is, on its most 
secret and powerful tendencies. The poem fuses the nation 
because the poet goes back up the 'stream' of language and 
drinks in the originalfoullt. In the poem, society faces the 
foundations of its being and its original world." J 

Here, with a brief diversion, I need to clarify my terms. The 
arts need to be separated fro lTI language proper (verbal 
and written language), because they are virtual symbolic 
systems where there is neither a vocabulary of fixed single 
units, nor a syntax anywhere near as conventionalised, to 
express meaning as in language proper. (In this sense most 
poetry stands half w~y between language and art). 

From the point of view of my present theme, the problem 
becomes difficult as one .moves from prose, poetry, to the · 
arts of painting and sculpture. These latter do not always 
perform a language (communicative) function within a 
cultural group. 2 As such, an imaginativ~ handling or even 

- . 

Quote? by J. Franco, The Modern Culture of Latin America, p.197 
2 G. Charbonnier, (Ed.) Conversations with Clande Levi-Strauss. 

pp 57-61 Levi-Strauss points out that in tbe long tradition of the 
visual arts, it is' Primitive art that fuHils the communicative 

. function most efficiently within its group, as in effect it is a system 
of signs whose meaning is fixed. In post-Primitive societies and 

. especially since the European Renaissance, this function has been 
lost: by individualism and representationalism; by the artist 
turning in upon the history of art for reference-; and by the 
whittling down of the audience to elite patrons. 

an ~nnovation in their usage, does not have the same 
significance-as a similar-attempt in poetry which is at least 
minimally bound to be the linguistic communication of 
the group. 

1 

In the following arguments I relate art to language, though 
I do not identify them. The justification for doing this 
lies in that the artist's apprehension of reality is objectified 
into artistic form equivalent to -the way' in which man 
apprehend reality through words. To the artist these forms 
are a language by which he understands phenomena. 

According to Susanne Langer3 the nonverbal ' symbols can 
be included in the eh'tire field symbolic systems used by 
man to express and communicate meaning, yet usefully 
separated by the distinction implied in the term 
'discursive symbols' and 'presentational symbols' 
to indicate the' different experiences. 

To come to the main theme, the artist's own tradition 
includes the vocabularies of the fine arts, folk and popular 
arts. These together are a vast resource covering diver~e 
areas of thought feeling. In each convention I include as 
characteristics, (i) the fund of images and symbols with 
ascribed meaning; (ii) the particular use of elements like 
line, colour and forms; (iii) pictorial space, its divisions 
and dimensions. 

The given visual images may no longer be signifiers of 
conventional meaning but they are compounded of 
associative meaning whose references are gene~ally 
contained within the given culture and environment. This 
may be why visual symbols whose specific meaning has 

3. Langer, Philosophy in a New Key. 



been Jos~, continue ,long afterwards because they ,beconIe , 
as it were symbols of memory. 

The use of traditional symbols in alien contexts'; their 
attempted transformation by an individual, raises uneasy 
question. I have discussed, some of these in relation to the 
contemporary Indian pa~nters, especially J. Swaminathan, 
in the last part of this essay. Here I would only like to 
mention th~t h is better to sPt:ak of the metaphorical value 
of traditional images and symbols. It is as met~phors, 
making new amitogies that they co~e to l!fe again. . 
Traditional images and symbols may also be ~sed to m~ke 
a critical comment on traditIon - or the distortions in it. 
In either case they can enrich the meaning of a given work 
by the dimension of memory that underlies them> In 
modern Western art, this allegoric use of images, symbols 
and metaphors of the Greek and Christian tradition occurs 
throughout and ~ost inventively . througli ' ~icass~ . 

The elem~nts of visual art - line, colour, forms -and space, 
are expressive in themselves. When they have been used 
in ~ particular convention within a given culture, they can 
saturate the collective imagination of its people. The 
most obvious example is tha~ of colour ( similar and as 
powerful as sound). Colours on which' a particular 
sensitivity has been fed, invokes a response that is 'like 
communion direct and inexplicable. The pictorial 
'syntax' - the relationship of elements and images in 
pictorial space, is obviously most impOl~tant ; in a &jmilar 
way as in language proper, it indicat~s the mode of 
apprehending experience. It is easy to see the importance 
if one realises that the 'revolutionary' changes in modern 
art, e.g. Cubism and Surrealism, centered around changes 
in the image - space relationship I call pictorial syntax. 

One of the first steps an artist can make vis-a- vis his 
tradition is to understand its languages and their gram mer . 
The use of a more integrally conceived grammer may release 
the native imagination. -It may also be a step towaJd greater 

communication to an audience who knows by tradition . -" ~ . .-

or can n~call how to 'read' s1!Sh a. picture more nat~rally. 

In e~amining art and indigenism in mutual relati'onship, " 
I have ' emphasised the search for 'essence' within a given 
environment and culture. ' There is a twin aspect of the 
sea:r~h for authenticity or collective self-awareness. 'This 
bi-ings the problem into the field of social values. Here 
too the artist can act in a special ' role. Through his 
imaginative freedom he can transcend the conditioning of 
.his environment; through his innate non-conformism, 
the conditioning of institutional values and dogma. His 
alienation from established reality can take on a positive 
To]e ; to strip ofT the masks of habit, repression andcorrup
tion, to reveal perhaps a subtler, more profound reality. l 

Even under established 'hl!=rarchies, wben pain ters were employep 
by Church 'or Royalty, it was possible to retain a fI:eedom 'of 
conscience. Pieter Bruegel is unconventional , often ironic 
towards his sanctimonious subject-matter. (The crowds in 

, Adoration of the Magi in the National Gallery, London). Goya 
shows his royal subjects for what they are, stupid or ruthless . 
(the. portraits of all t he characters of the ancien regime in the 
historical drama of the early 19th century). The poossibility for 
the artis"t to act as the conscience of a people increase's as he 
becomes' independent of direct patronage ( till it comes full cirele 
as pointed out by H . . Marcuse in One-Dimensional Man, in the 
post-technological stages of society, where dissent is absorbed 
bv technological achievement ). There are very large number 
of modern painters. beginning from the end of the 18th century 
who have seen their work as embodying dissent, satire or 
didacticism against the establishment. To name some : David, 
Ooumier, Courbet, Manet; the Post-Impressionists, particularly 
Van Gogh ; Picasso in several phases, culminating in the 
'Guernica'; Expressionists and particularly the two Germans, 
Max Beckmann and George , Grosz ; the Maxican muralist ; all 
the Dadaists ; Surrealjs!s like Rene Magri'tte and Max Ernst; 
Pop artists, like Kienho]z, Christo, some works of Rauschenberg. 
Lichtenstein. Oldenberg and Tom Wessel mann (although in the 
case of most Pop-art social criticism is read into what is popu
list and mimetic imagery. ) 
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It may be argued -that since tradition is trans'rilitted 1- "I 

thtougfi habit, an fndigenist ·search,-as if inv61ves'hildlHon, 
howeveJ undo_ctrinaire, ~trengtbens the moulds of habit. 

- . ~ ~ ~ • f • < ... i ~. -. f - • 

(In th~ case of aT't, l!abit meaning for~alis~\ Here I , w~H 
only ,reiterate ~h:at I . 1;lav~ discussed b~fC?re ; th~ indigep.i~m 
isan en)igt1.1~!)ed r~-v~i~~t~9n 'of , the tra~ition,-' preCiseiy ",' 
'to ' f.liscover,'it~ dynamic 'a;p~~t by going behi~d its' habitu~l 
.• f"(". .';" _. -.;' .".. ! f" t r t ," " :0 

forms pf behaviour and expression . . ' . . \".' . ~ . 

~he~' pol€mic on the artists-' Fole in his socie-ty- (in which 'the 
role of'an artist in a post-colonial culUire is~dnly a :special if 
mclre urgent- case) is discusseu '~~fso~e l~ngth'in Chapter III. 

When a 'culture is aborted at a given historical stage, as 
under colonisation, the subservient culture ceases to 
eyolve 'its

r 

own syinbols of e~pression . . Themajo~ity brthe 
people- con~inue iJ;l a cult~'r~'l , situatl~n in which th~ir 
experience mat<;h symbols only because both are frozen. 
A snialLgroup by their own eff()~rts or by the vested 
interests of the colonialists to educate 'iuUives" in their 
own: cti!tur~:, do 'flow into moaerri~ty'~ Then their eql,1ation 

, w'ith ~hei~ historical experJencee is made ,:,ia and only via 
the foreign culture-its languages and forms . . With the 
withdrawal of foreign rule. the gap is clearly evident 'for 
the-Huge -orrtass of peo'ple not ass'imilated 'lnto the foreign 
,culture :(an~ theref~re d~prived -of any hi~toric,al ~hange) 
the' gap may be as wide ,as that between' the' mediaeval 
and the modern consciousness. 

My reference here IS ~ainly to language and the arts. and 
within these" specifically, the visual arts. The problem 
referred to above i~ not so acute in the case of language 
pro:per. Its continued 'usage in every ' da)i life is the proof 
'of its adaptability to whatever cIiang~ to which the 
majority are admitted. _At any fate~ there is potential in 
a living language, that given the, need and the opportunity, 

it may find tlie-; ·words 'and the syntax · :riedess.aty 'for lo, 
its extended use. . 

The survival of the traditional~visu31 arts is -dependeni" 
upon patti~ular ' Classe's of patro'ns. The fine ,arts -ne-ed the 
patronage of th~ ar-istocracy',' the folk and p'opular arts of 
the ' peasantry and ' the urban°, -loWel" middle' classes; 
d~spectivelY. ';With the ~ decline of the indIgeno us ' 
ari'stocr~cy, the fin'e 'art'S, ten"-d-t6 die 'completely. 1 Th,i :, 
aristocracy is r~pl~ced_, by an ' ~rban , educated middle~lass 
who tend t o pi~fer the -~odern ' .roreig~ ads aug their '-' 

. i .;. + l'...,C . " 'S. 

native imitatio!ls; and wit~ a ,culturally hybrid clas& of , 
th~ nouvea~ .ricth,e ~ho -wante~ter~a~nmerit r~ther than . 
'art' provided best by the ,popul~r cinema. ff ; 

The folk art,s survive "and can' be as fresh ' ' today in the 
traditio~al, inst;ll~ted 'pe!isant 'allo tribal cultures allover 
the world:- . The ~wi~ fa~to'rs of their functionality and 
their conventionalised language gives them their "long life. 
B'ut 'for this very reasO'n, wi~h an§~ inierr_uption-genedIJy 
indu&trial competition-they _ col1aps.e :very qui,ckly: ' They 
disintegrate e~t!n . when ~hey are ~ pilf~red' b~ th~ sophi- '. 
sticated for their own inspiration or use and especial}y if 
these,transform€d forms are fed back to the sources. 

" . v ,.. l 

With . the rise of ~ a l agre urban middle-class" the demand 
for popular arts increases - and, -one finds that a readily , 
adaptable _popular idiom supplants all others. · In India, 
e.g., the ~isual culture of the cities' or towns and increas
ingly the-villages, consists almost -entirely of glossi1y 
seductive and naive images of gods, heroes and film stars:'" 
in the form-of posters: calenders, ill~stnitions and ·objects. 
They utitlise a hybridised language 'derived from tradi
tional fine and folk arts as ' well as' frorri any foreig'n 
visual material that is available. The popular fil_ms are. 

#' • .t ~ 

an a1?otheosi"s ot all this. 
,) 

.-The decline of an indigenous visual language poses real 
problems for a contemporary . artist. ' His own-experience, 



bis CQnsciQusness;' demands a' vQcabulary that may be 

absent in the , ,aborted -tradition. In fact, it is clearly Qnly 
w~estern art that has grQwn organioalty into mQdernity ' and 
therefQre PQssesses the equivalent in languages Qf the 

ch'anginghistQrical experience. For example, the 
prQblems' Qf dehumanisatiQn and alienation as arising' in 
urban industrialised sQcieties; Qf voilence Qn the unprece- . 

dented scale Qf: the WQrld wars, are unique to Qur century 
and req1Jire apprQPf\iate ,means Qf ~xpres~iQn~ . . It is 

. I .. . _ -. . .. .. ~.' _ 

obvious . that tr~d'tiQnal symbolic languages, belo,nging t9-' 
pre-techn'ologicaf sO<?,ieties, will not be able to ~mbody 
these new experiences. 

'1 

There are few generali§atioris pos~lble in regaro. to this 
problem. In each situation we must consider what the' 
specific intentions of an artist are what is' it that needs to 
be expressed ; -wh~t is the character and · range of tbe 

given tradition, I shall discuss these questi,ons in reference, 
to modern Mexican art, for after the Mexican 'revolution','. 

as the wave of cultural nationalism swept the country~ 
conditions were most sympathetic for a creative relationship 
between the artist and his indigenous culture. ., ' 

During the 1920's the - Mexican painters, like their 

cQntempo.rary writers and intellectuals, began to ' seek after 
their deepest, most ancient ro.ots in their Indian civilisations. 
ArchaeQIo.gy revealed to. them the quality and distinCt 
character Qf an art that had been ignQred fot; centuries. 

They, discQvered as Jean Charlot, one of the mural pai~ters 
descr~bes,2 the splendour of Mayan sculpture with its 

It is perhaps important to state here that the Mexican revolution : 
failed in effect or' remained at any rate incomplete, particularly 
in regard to the problem of ,th~ Indians. This fact throws a 
shadow over the cultural efforts of the Mexican intelligentsia 
accompanying the so-called revolution. 

2 Jean (ltarlot, Mexican Mural Renaissance. 1920-25 . . 

lines, volumes, highly formalised to serve its metaphysical 
and magical purposes; and 'the virtuosity of its baroque ' : 
stalae-'with deeQrative spirals, vQlutes, curves, men,
animals imd-gods intertwined to matcb the eJ€uberan't· ' 

tropical landscape. -"The sculpture of ·the ' I\itecs~ the 
other great Indian"' culture: was aln1(}st antithetical to the ' 
Mayan. ,It was,-seif-sufficienl, fQlded'into-itself riot 1 

intending to. CQnvince Qr please: the egg-shaped stones ' 
wtihout "base; sculptures' that mimiced a bug Qr a frait 'tiut 
remained stone o.r w6'Qd, as if , merely sculpted by 
weathering. ' :·Tbe remains of 'painting were ,comparatIVely 
scanty; Early .Mayan fresc6ci; llad :tense, elongated ' 
figures and in the later, better ipreseryed frescQes, (Qf the 
Temple Qf Tigers in Chich en Itza) ", cQmplex abstract 
compQsitiQns as Qf the large battle scene, which 
particularly impressed' Diego Rivera. Aztec paintings '~ 

were mainly codices jdivided in heraldic cQlours, with the' 
squattmg, gesticulating pygmies 'written' all over them. 

In 192-1, 'in the' ope-nitlgmanifesto of the Mural movement~ 
Alfonso SequeirQs said : 

"We must come closer to the ~'orks of the ancient 
settlers of our vales, Indian painters and sculptors, . 
Mayan, Aztec, Inca, etc. Our climatolQgical ' 

identification with them will help us assimilate the 
,constructive vigQur Qf their wQrk. Their ·clear 

elemen-tal knowledge of nature can be our. starting 
point" 1 

Jean Charlot states, 

"Into this mould of pre-Hispanic art, understood in terms 
of the plastic present, the group of muralists poured 
whatever human feeling Ivere dominant at the social 
moment; in other words, political Indianism was the 
breath that informed plastic Indianism." 2 , 

1 Quoted by Charlot, Ibid, p. lO 
2 Loc. cit. 



Yet one must admit, that besides perhaps few examples, -
like the ovoloid, pressed-together body-forms of Rivera's 
kneeling figures, there is little -visual evidence of this 
'IndianisDJ' in modern Maxican painting. There is reason 
for this, the MexIcan artists wer.~ dictated more than any 
other artists' group in the 20th-century by the historica1 
social developments -of their nation. Their intention 
was to create epic art, showing conflict an~ action ; 
and aQ art overlaid with moral didacticism. It had 
to be a narrative art or on the other han.d allegorical. 
In either case the rhetorica1 gestqre was important for that 
expressed the revolutionary fervour to which these works 
were committed. Maxican Indian art was powerful ; it 
dealt with horror -and.death with a strange nervous energy 

. but its forms were sealed by their own secret intentions, 
sealed against. different usages. So These artists looked 
elsewhere in their own tradition-toward their colonial art 
both religious and popular. Whatever Indian culture 
survived had long been encrusted with Spanish influence 
even as the latter had yielded to influences of the local 
culture. First of all there were the religious frescoes that 
naturally interested the conteniporary mural painters. 
Jean C4_arlot writes: 

"The self-contained, self-sufficient Indian form could 
not help us paint murals that talk~d to the people. 
On~the contrary colonial frescoes were synonymous 
with plastic elocution. It solved the problems of 
preaching from ,walls and ceilings that were also our 
problems. Its voice rose splendidly in its oratorical 
flights, but it was also careful to ennunciate clearly so 
that the simplest soul could understand its 
direction ." 1 , 

Then there were the pu/queria paintings-the brilliantly 
coloured murals of the people, painted on the walls of 

1 Ibid, p. 27 

their saloons. These described every subject-beautiful 
women, charros, toreadors, engin~,s and _ boats, with a 
direct realism, both. tender and humourous. They tackled 
besides, the .comm()D problems of mural painting in their 
own naive style-'soaring perspectives, optical deformation, 
multiple ,points of view, illusive ~rchitecture within , 
architecture'. 1 

The flambuoyance, amounting to bacchanalian excesses 
were d~spised by most sophisticated Me~icans even during 
tIle intensive period of indigeriism. But the popular 
idioms interested the painters in regard to mood and 

- social content, particularly as it allowed them to enter the 
wOJld of the 'folk' to whom they wished to address their 
own art . 

Similarly, the art of the people was expressed in the 
bizarre and touching ex-votos pictures, figurines and 
objects-that piled the walls of every little Maxican church. 
Rivera, the first to be moved by them, said : 

"The anguish of our people caused slowly to rise up 
against the walls of their churches this passing strange 
flowering of retables " Unexpected comparisons come 
to mind - Trecento masters and those of the dawn of 
tbe Quattrocento, Henri Rousseau, the custom house 
employee, and in ,certain ways The Orient, .and tbe 
frescoes of Chichen Itza, .. .. " 2 

Popular graphics of ·tbe street-penny sheets, illustrating 
rhymed' corridos or exciting news reports were flourishing 
in Mexico City at the turn of the century. Tbe best 
known of these printmakers was Jose Guadalupe Posada 
(died 1913) who turned out thousand of these illustrations. 
One can include him in the Mexican visual 'tradition', so 
attuned was his work to his race and land and to his 

Ibid. p. 36 
2 D. Rivera, Azulejos, 1, 1922 ; quoted .by LCharlot, ibid pp. 33- 34 



people's everyday human condition. He used all that was 
macabre in the- traditio~ (particularly the calevero - skull 
images that 'belong to the Indian as wen as the Spanish 
tradition, epitomised in their celebrations of the 'Day of 
the Dead') to create a stinging satire on contemporary 
society and its vilJains. Rivera, and particularly Orozco 
knew his wotk from their student days. 

In all these different streams, the artist found a ~avage 
vocabulary ' of images that quickened their instincts as 
revolutionary and ,artists. For their indigenous visual 
culture was built up of many strange layers: 

" A subhiyer of Aztec ritual bloodletting plus a layer of 
Spanish asceticism .. . ... " 1 

"Souls sizzling in purgatory, with a pope or a cardinal 
thrown in for good measure, windlasses unrolling the 
guts of martyrs, eyes or breasts served on a plate, 
Christ after flagellation, skinned' to the rit s, bleeding 
on all fours in his cell like a wounded animal in its ' 
lair - such are still favourite devotions and popular 
sights in Mexico ! " 2 

On balance however, one must admit that for all the 
fervent indigenism, the work of t~e Mexican muraHsts 
derives most obviously from the European traditio~. 
They were all - particularly Rivera and Seq ueiros - familiar 
with it, before they began their work in Mexico. Rivera 
drew largely from Italian painting of the 15th and 16th 
conturies. For example he stripped to essentials 
Mantegna's compositions in his travelling notebooks. His 
forms bear obvious influence of Uccello and he aspires, 
especially in his earlier, allegorical works to the monu
mentality .of Michelang)o. Sequeiros, the most diverse 
of alJ, developed a giagantic surrealism. Orozco's art 

Ibid. p , 15 
2 Ibid. p, 16 

is a direct continuation of European expressionism, 
beginning with El Greco and fusing with the frenzied 
spirit of Spanish colonial art in Mexican churches. In fact 
what these 'artists looked for in their indigenous art · forms 
reflected rather, their Europeanised vision. And this is 
also 'true of the eccentric sources they tapped in their own 
popular and folk arts. (Paris since the beginning of the 
century had been pervaded by the spirit and forms of the 
primitive, the exotic, the strange and 'naive arts of their 
own and other traditions). Where the Mexican artists 
were original was then nO.t in their sources and imlgery 
but in the .role they gave 1.0 modern art 1 - for they linked 
themselves across centuries to the overwhelming didactic 
role artists had played on behalf of the Church. If their 
\york appears at a tangent to modern European art, it is 
not because it is 'Mexican' but because it picks up the 
abandoned rhetoric of the European tradition and uses it 
for the new Mexican context. 

I have discussed the Mexican example at some length 
because it illustrates how in fact the relationship between the 
artist and his indigenism (either ideological1y or simply for 
the love of his tradition ) must change" compromise or even 
reject the language if it does not suit his purpose. In short 
there is no such thing as a historical graft of languages, 
only an organic growth in which the individual artist 
assimilates the elements from all that is available to him. 
As his own culture is ,immediately available, indeed 
pressing, urgent and in~imate, his organic growth m'ust 
be nourished by it and in turn, feed the emerging culture. 

They also exercised direct influence, e. g., Orozco influenced 
Jackson Pollock. More generally, American painting of the 1930's 
and 'Left' (socialist realist) painting in Europe acknowledged the. 

, . 
impo rtance of the Mexican artists. 



But this ,needs to be considered in further depth. As art 
and language are not only means of ~xpre~sion bll:t , mould 
our apprehension of reality as wel1, it i~ possible that an 
artist ( or critic) may take an ideological position against 
the traditional arts from the point. of view of asserting his 
contemporaniety and his radicalism, .rejecting tradition to 
look at theJutu!e. -, 

Leon Trotsky writing in 1924 on the theme 'of literature 
and revolution, 1. dismis'sed all pre-revolutionary movemen'ts 
in the' arts as dead ~r retrogressive. This inclu-ded 
ultim'ateiy the Futurist movement, 'which celebrat~d 'the 
revolutiQn ~nd its vision of the future: Because all these 
movements \\Tere 'conceived by and had served the bour
geoisie, they would have to 'perish 'with these classes in order 
that the culture, as the society itself d'evelops towards ! the 
classless, <socialist ideal. This is iext!em~ position' (feri'ving 
from Marxist concept of revolution. Even in-non .::!ievoluti
onary societies, where the scion with the past is not so' 
sharp, nor ideologically dictated, it is very usual for people 
to be wary about influences from ' the tradition. ' 

! < " 

It is 8~nerally contended that indjgenism" 
I :. 

(1) encQurage,s nost31lgia a;nd escapism 

(2) compromises the artists' modernity and their 
historical relevance. 

(3) ' recalls contexts , and beliefs that are · socially 
retrogressive. 

If tradition is sealed because it necessarily encourages, 
hyprocrisy and opserves new realities - then one wo~ld 
have to state in logical contin uation of the argument that 
only art that deals with concrete "historical situations, 
de-mystifies them and moreover, pronounces "a cle~~' m; ral 
,message in regard to them" is truly modern or contem,-

L.Trotsky, Literature and Revolution. 
l{pI 

porary. In short, that art mU,st be hi,storical, pr9gressive 
and didactic. And by these'criteria not only is tr~diti,onal 
art rejected for its historic~l irreleva~ce but modern. art 
catagorised as subjectivist, hermetic, fantastical, opulent 
etc., (correspondingly, much of Picasso, Mondrian, Klee, 
Matisse). 

It is a very different matter when an artist cautions himself, 
or rather, instinctively avoids what he regards irrelevant to 
his contemporary. peed, and when the sources are de-limited 
to him on other'~ criteria - 'usually art historians, social " 
critics and political 'ideologists. In fulfilling their criteria 
the complex dialectics of the artists search between history, 
an 1. metaphysics, ,indeed . between the facts and mysteries 
of his own consciousness are short-circuited into logical 
cul-de-sacs of current ideolog'ies . '; , 

. I 

The artist's activity is more significantly a search.intp the 
states of opnscipusness. ,It is during " this search that he 
touches upon, apd illuminates histOljcal , ~nd social 
problems. - To return , to the relationship between art and 
indigenism 'in ,the context gf post-col~nial cultures. it. is 
true that the fear of escapism or retrogression is not 
entirely iD?-aginary. Within a confused and broken 
culture the only secure ' identhy seems that whiCh 1S · 
established in tradition . l' would therefore like to reiterate 
that tradition must be viewed and assessed from -the point 
of view of contemporaniety, in order simply that the 
artisrs activity be organicalt'y related to his own conscious
ness .'- But [ suggest that equally, the content of modernity 
must be assessed- for modernity is not a set of uncharigeable 
components-sealed and sacred a' fait accompli. Particularly 
is this not so in colonial cultures who have arrived into the 
modern world through an artifiCial process-a process . 
without 'unity or convii..'tion and in which only a very -small 
percentage orthil nation's popuiatio'n -have participated? 
Thus modernity, in these cultures, a haphazard, eclectic ' 
and at best incomplete phenomenon has to be examined 



( and by curious irony it is only here that it can be 
examined because they are stil1 not overtaken by its 
startling achievements). It must be examined for the ills 
and contradictions that exist in it and are displayed b~ the 
advanced nations of the west) and from the point of 
view of the needs and ideals of a particular people. I do 
not believe therefore, that for the artist or the intelligentsia 
of such a nation, the issue of indignism can be dismissed 
with posing an easy choice between traditionalism and 
'modernism', between progress and retrogression. 

And it is possible that precisely in these nations with their 
ancient cultures still surviving, with their confused but 
open ended value- systems, where the realm of feeling is 
not cancelled by alienation and where indeed a kind of 
romanticism persists overcoming the diminished vision of 

advanced technological societies, that the artist may be 
able to create images of significance; images that are 

both human and mysterious - enriching perhaps the 
assumptions of modernity itself. 





Of being somewhere trapped 
BORGES IN LONDON 

Nirmal Verma 

Almost totally ,blind he fumbled,to ,his chair ,amidst ,the' :
deafening applause. Heavily built, bowed down with. age, 
Jorge Luis Borges is seve'nty-one, he looked srangely 
fragile and innocent, a bit out-'of-place among, the T 

intellectual elite that had flocked to listen to him. Has 
Borg'es already becom~ anotbet cult-figure, ~ new-f~tind 
fad succeeding M61uha~ and Marcuse, one wOl1iJ~~ed!with 
sad weiuin'ess. My sl!spicions wer6 confirmelI ' at the end 
of his ~talk. lhe questions put to 'him betraybCi the g~lf that 
separa,ted him from his rapt~rous de~ote~s, 'indeed tb~ " 
moment 'of 'connection' between~ me Arg~nti~e stifi" ';tnd 
b,is ,sopbisticated' audience never ' 'arrivecf '! ' 

Wbi~h'~as a' pity: fo~ all bis life Borges -h'~~';bee~ , an ard~l1~ 
anglopbilenever forgetting to acknowl~dge his ,' debt to 
writers lIke R. L. Stevenson ' and Chest~e~ton. Or ' was it 
the London fog that fa~~inated him-its ~p~'~ue and omi~i~u's 
urbanity with its ~veiled threats and invisible signs? .In th~ 
course of- his lectures here Borges defined , his obsessions ... 
fog, night, city. In a curious way they are 'combined with 
the typical Latin-American leitmotives of·mirrQrs, labyrintbs 
and-the ~nife. "The kni(e has a secret life of its own, a 
private code of blood and violence which inspires rever~nc~." 
It symbolises a public act dealing with the priva,t~ fate .. ' 
...... "I have met my d~stiny/my ,final South American 
destiny, blow of the hard iron to rip at- my chest/the 
intimate knife at l11Y throat. " 

The khife, so intimate, so sensuous, has no terrors. 
"It was the mirrors of which I was ' so afraid since 'my' -
ch'iI<jhood~ that'made me feel trapped .. .. the weird 
sen'sation of having 'a double, that everyone has his own 
double, made everything in: my 'eyes suspect, dubious, 
un-real." It is not the fashionable cliche of , 'igentity
crisis~ that bothers Borges, but the more fundamental ' 
problems of recovering the 'niemory' of the self , that bas 
been lost in oblivion. HoweverJ equa11y, nightmarish is 
the situation when man forgets to 'forget' and memQries 
start accumulating, as if the, drainage o.f flowing tirI}e 
has somewhere been blocked. "At on~ time of my' life," 
said Borges, HI could'nt go to sleep because f was" 
thinking of my body an the time. My anguish' of , 

• 

sleeplessn'<:~ssded':me ,to 'write a 'story of the man who could 
never ,lose, his memory. - everything he ' experienced ~led 
him, to his memory - he d,ied a melancboly deatb"';, . 

;. ~. • . . - . , I . - • " , ..,~ , • 

Time is 'the recurring theme' of almost all Borges's stories 
or his' 'fictions" '~s he ~booses to 6'ali them. ' it '.is nb!' .tbe 
'ccinvohited i ' ti~e"of Proust, '~hose nodal points ~i-e 
iii rimiA~ted by - ~em6ire -in~olu'ntair~" mome~ts ' of ' . 
~ : ~ '~"I"") .' - . I • :-: .: ~ r 

spontaneous recoUe,ction. ' To Borges 'the act . Qrrecol1ectioD 
is self de~eptive, : for p'a~t does' '~ ot exist oil to be thore . ' 
precise~' it ; exists only as a part of continuous 'present,' 
where its separate lentity ' becomes meaningless. ,(, Ptuost's 
wOflld is in a state of resemblances, the fleeting shadow; of 
'correspondences' which at one time so "deepl)" haun ted 
Ba~delaire. It, already,. implies a division,in time which " 
Borges .reppdiates. , One ,mom.e~t does'nt ,cotrespD'ndto ,,' 
anotheq jt:is the same.:. "If we can intuit that indenfity, ~' 

time is a delusion. The indifference and inseparability"of 
one moment in time's apparent ' yesterday from ,another .. 
moment in time's .. today ,are enough to cause _time's' 
disintegration." ., ! • 

It is one reason perhaps th'at BOFges never wrote any , '. , 

novels '; tbey bore -him; ,-"I am' ashamed to confe,ss,'~ ' !

Borges confided~ hesitantly, "that 'I have nevef beerl able to 
read any novels, not even such;grea't works as War and 
Peace, and Madam.e .Boyar y .. ..: an~" yet I love ,r~ading 
Don Quixo,tes, perhaps because it is not re~l1y ,a novel, . 
it ,i;s just. a, story thatgot(s on ,and on . ... " ,-N,ovels, 
presuppose ~, temj,or,}l ,seq~eJ)ct? of. ev;~ts, what f.Ienry .' 
James despairingly called the "dark b'lckwatd anc~ ~by~s" 
which failed to attract Borges for it l;1asno place in his 
universe ~ a 'universe ' where historical 'time is eternally i 

presentrand therefore' is eternally - nothing. This lends a 
luminous ambiguity to' events in time. ' "'Som'e twenty
four 'centuries ago~'" Borges narrated," "in ChIna a man 
named Chuang Tzu dreamt he was a butterfly, and when 
he"awoke he was 'not sure whetber he was 'a ' man who ' 
,had dreamt he was, a butterfly or a butterfly who tfow ' " 
drea:mt he was a man. H -Most of ·';Borges's ', stories: 
revolve around 'such :'antj:-events; , J congealed as it 'were 
in a pool, of ,frozen time. ,: ,.\ , .;. '" 



This brings Borges almost near the position taken by the 
French 'new novelists' who have so militantly rejected the 
time-bouod narratives of Balzac and Tolstoy - almost, 
but. not completely. Borges has never beea int.erested in 
'getting around' the. problem of time' py ne:w artistic . 
devices; perhaps Robbe-Grii let's 'jnri~~ations~ would ~o 
less b~ bo~ing to him than the long family~sagas. '~ I w~n~ 
to write very sit:nple tales - ,in my old. ag~ I want to write 
as si~pl)t as Kipling wrote at the age rif l~enty-on~." 

f f \ ,..., , • • 1 ~t.r; _ ; 

But technical methods apart, what most fundamentally 
distinguishes Borges from the French d new novel ,. is his 
unshakable belief in the destiny of man . All our acts are 
mere symbols converging to a singular moment, when 
man breaks through fhe mirror and encounters himself, 
face to face. +, Any destiny at all, however long, and 
complicated, in realityi consists of a single moment1 the 
moment in which man once and for all knows who he is." 
Our destiny is not frightful because 'it 'is unreal, it is 
frightful because it is irreversible and iron hound.; ' ~ , Time 
is the substance of which I am made. Time-is the"river . 
which slweeps me along, but I am the rive~; it is the tiger 
which mangles me, but I aQ1- the tiger; it is-a fire which 
consumes me, hut I am the fire. The worl<l unfortunately, 
is reat; I, unfortunately, am Borges. " 

. This is' not mysticism; it is accepting the reality on its own 
terms, shorn of its' historical' wrapping.s. It ' is also.' 
accepting one~s destiny, not as something gratuit'ous , but a 
long-awaited revelation, or as Martin Buber calJed it, " a 
summons and a sending'.' -. 

And yet in a way ,there is a sense of myst~ry in his work, 
which as h~ remarked in l).is talk, has " always. goaded me 

, . 
to explore tl}.e literary possibilities of religion a.nd , 
metpl1ysics." But such ' explorations' have notbing in 
comI}lon \yith the murky profundities of the religious 
w(iters ; usually they are made in the spirit of a game by 
twis~ing a parable or a legend, resorting to ljterary hoaxes, 
to dreams and metaphors ; nothing is sacred so long 
as it-can shock us out of our 'normal' . con~entional 
attitudes. If there is a 'mystery' in bis wrjtings, it is in 

Goethe's words, a !'manifest 'secret", elusive not , be'cause 
it is hidden, but because being transparently clear. ' It is, 
not accident that Borges's-favourite analogy is tbe"labyrinth', 
at once simple ami complex. .J 

r I 

Listening to Borges, I was strangely r.eminded of anqther., 
writ~r ~i~~ a very different vision, but with ;;ery < si~ila; ' 
pa~~ions, W'!lter Be~jamin, a Marxist with theolQgical 
background, qsed, 'quotatiQns~ in h~swritings in in~ s.ame, 
way as Borges u~~d ~parables "like robbers on ~he :ro'ads~de' 
wp!J m~ke an arl!?ed attack and relieve an igler of his 
convictions." What Benjarnjn . s~JQ about 't.rt)tl\'. is 
pre9isely' that element of ~ystery that ~$lkes Borg~s's sto,ries 
so tea~ingly ambivalent; for what we understand by the 
ter'll 't'cuth"is "not an unveiling which des'troys the 
sect'et; b~t the reveiation which do~s ' it justice." 

" 

Among the Latin-A meiican writers Borg'es is perhaps the 
only one who comes nearest to the 'cosmic' obsessions of 
the ' European Jewish tradition. As an Argentine, he never 
had to look back for the Indian heritage, no such ' 
heritage existed. Relieved of the burden of past, Borges 
could declare with an authority which seemed enviable. 
"The privilege of miracle denied to gods is enjoyed by 
the ' writers-they can always change' the past) Like 
Kafka they can create their own forerunners.'" He 
identified himself with the European tradition and yet as 
an outsider fe it .no lo~alty to it. Sitting in his ) ibrary 
at Buenos Aires among the pile of old manuscripts, Borges 
presents ,as forlorn and homeless a figure as Kafl~a might 
have been in his insurance office in Prague-both 'grapp1.ing . , , 

with their own phantoms and n~ghtmares. 

What do you fe~l most intensely l' 

,Someone' asked in the audience. 

Borges raised his tired eyes, his sightle8s . gaze hovering 
over us. 

" Of being trapped somewhere-all t he tim'e." 

And then he read his long poem, the very hitest ' In praise 
of da~kness.' 



"What one man does is something done, 
in some measure, by all men. For tbat 
reason a disobedience committed in a garden 
contaminates the · human race; for that 
reason it is not unjust that the crucifixion 
of a single Jew suffices to save it." 

fron1 Fictions 
Jorge Luis Borges 
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